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6 [1] A newly developed balloon-borne instrument contains electric and magnetic sensors
7 for determining how lightning alters electric field vectors relative to a coordinate system
8 fixed with the Earth. By combining results from this instrument with results from the
9 compact Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) at Langmuir Laboratory in central New
10 Mexico and the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN), charge transported to
11 ground by several strokes in a cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning flash can be quantified. As
12 the flash progresses, the locations of the charge centers drained by successive strokes are
13 seen to move further from the ground-strike point. Using this new instrument and two
14 different models to map LMA source points onto charge centers, the charge transported in
15 an intracloud (IC) flash is also estimated. Details of the instrument design and data
16 analysis are also presented.
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20 1. Introduction

21 [2] In the past decade, arrays of radio receivers for
22 reconstructing the time evolution and locations of lightning
23 channels have become more widely available, and thus it is
24 now possible to observe lightning propagation inside thun-
25 derclouds where we cannot see it with optical instruments.
26 One important instrument of this type is called the lightning
27 mapping array (LMA) [Rison et al., 1999; Krehbiel et al.,
28 2000]. While the view of lightning presented by the LMA
29 and similar instruments is illuminating, it does not tell us
30 specifically about the main effect of lightning, which is to
31 move electrical charge from place to place by providing
32 conducting paths in air for electrical currents.
33 [3] In this paper we introduce a balloon-borne instrument
34 (called Esonde) to detect the rapid variations of the electric
35 field vector resulting from lightning flashes. The electric
36 field sensors, or electrodes, are four metal patches on the
37 outside of the cylindrical housing of the instrument (Figure 1).
38 The metal patches are electrically insulated from the hous-
39 ing, but they are connected with wires to amplifiers and data
40 storage media inside the cylinder. The electric field strength
41 at the surface of each sensor induces an electrical charge on
42 each sensor. The locations of the sensors are chosen so that
43 the relative amounts of induced charge are different for
44 electric vectors in different directions. The induced electric
45 charges can be used to find the variation of the electric
46 vector in a reference frame relative to the instrument. The
47 variation of the electric vector relative to Earth can be

48determined from magnetic sensors in the instrument for
49finding the orientation of the instrument. With simultaneous
50information about the location of lightning channels as
51mapped by the LMA, it is possible to deduce some aspects
52of the movement of electrical charge.
53[4] Each of the four electrodes and associated circuits
54constitutes a type of instrument variously called an ‘‘elec-
55tric-field-change meter’’ or a ‘‘slow antenna,’’ and thus the
56whole instrument can be described as an array of four slow
57antennas. The word ‘‘slow’’ describes the ability of an
58amplifier attached to a sensor to respond to low frequencies;
59in our instrument, the gain of the amplifiers declines below
60about 1 Hz.
61[5] Thomson et al. [1988a, 1988b] describe an instrument
62functionally similar to ours to study charge carried by
63lightning channels near the ground. Their electrode patches
64reside on the surface of a metallic sphere instead of a
65cylinder. More recently, Beasley et al. [2000] incorporated
66a single slow antenna into a balloon-borne instrument
67designed to measure X rays from lightning. Only distant
68lightning was present during the flight, according to K. Eack
69(private communication, Dec. 2005).
70[6] Arrays of widely separated slow antennas at the
71surface of the Earth have been used to study how lightning
72moves electrical charge. In the late 1970s eight slow
73antennas were used in New Mexico and Florida to find
74both the amounts and locations of electrical charges lowered
75to ground [Krehbiel et al., 1979; Uman et al., 1978]. For
76charge moved from one place to another inside a cloud, at
77least seven slow antennas were required. Now, when
78locations of lightning channels are determined by a light-
79ning mapping array, it is possible to quantify the movement
80of charge with fewer instruments. Here we explore what is
81possible with a single balloon-borne instrument for finding
82the directions and magnitudes of electric vectors.
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83 [7] The balloon-borne instrument in combination with a
84 lightning mapping array and the National Lightning Detec-
85 tion Network (a facility operated by Vaisala Corporation),
86 can be used to continue past work to quantify the total
87 amounts of charge relocated by lightning. More significantly,
88 it can also be used to study the distribution of charge along
89 a single branch of a lightning channel when lightning
90 passes near the balloon. Examples of both uses are pre-
91 sented below after a more complete description of the
92 instrument.

93 2. Instrument Design

94 2.1. Mechanical Overview

95 [8] Figure 1 provides an external view of the Esonde. The
96 body of the instrument is a 370-mm high cylinder of 75-mm
97 radius covered with 0.5-mm thick 6061-T6 sheet aluminum.
98 The four electrodes, made of 0.3-mm-thick brass sheet, are
99 rectangles 112 mm tall by 90 mm wide. The electrodes are
100 arranged in two pairs. The upper pair is aligned with the
101 Esonde’s y axis, and the lower pair with the x axis. Each
102 electrode subtends an angle of roughly 70 �. The electrode
103 centers are separated by 230 mm along the long axis (z axis)

104of the Esonde. The electrodes are insulated from the
105cylinder with 0.010-inch-thick pipe-wrap tape. A single
106screw captures each electrode and binds it to a nylon
107support attached to a brass nut. This nut is permanently
108wired to the charge amplifier input for each electrode. The
109instrument shell (the main cylinder) provides the common
110reference for the analog signals.
111[9] The flight-ready package has a mass of 2.7 kg. Each
112circuit board within is mounted to an aluminum disk. The
113aluminum disks are stacked with spacers between on four
114steel support rods. While the 18-8 steel alloy used in the
115support rods is weakly ferromagnetic, it has been found
116experimentally that it is not sufficiently magnetic to inter-
117fere with B field measurements.

1182.2. Electronic Subsystems

119[10] The computer is a Prometheus PR-Z32-EAZ-ST
120from Diamond Systems Corporation. It combines a full
121personal computer with an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter
122on a single 10 cm � 10 cm circuit board in a PC-104
123configuration. In operation, it consumes less than 5 W. The
124sigma-delta A/D converter yields 16-bit resolution at
125100 kHz total sample rate. A 16:1 analog multiplexer ahead
126of the A/D converter receives analog signals from the
127electric, magnetic, and other sensors. Eight of the channels
128are sampled 10,000 times a second ( fS = 10000, DTS =
129100 ms), while the other eight channels are sampled roughly
130three times in a minute to log slowly changing data such as
131temperature and battery voltages.
132[11] The multiplexed approach is less expensive and
133lighter weight than a dedicated A/D converter per data
134channel, but requires that all analog sensors have sufficiently
135low output impedance to fully charge the A/D converter
136within the sample window. Otherwise, data on a given
137channel may be contaminated by residual voltage from the
138channel just scanned by the multiplexer. A multiplexed A/D
139converter also leads to interchannel time skew. More will be
140said about skew later.
141[12] The three-axis flux-gate magnetometer is Model
142113 made by Applied Physics Systems. It has a sensitivity
143of 4 V/gauss, operates on ±5 V, and has a frequency
144response up to 400 Hz. It consumes only 150 mW in
145operation. Table 1 shows averages of 10 min of B field
146measurements while the Esonde is flying in a storm near
147Langmuir Lab. Table 1 also shows results from a detailed
148model of the Earth’s B field, the International Geomagnetic
149Reference Field. (Results of this model for any location on
150Earth may be obtained from the British Geological Survey

Figure 1. In this Esonde photo, the charge sense plate
identified as 3 is at top right, while plate 1 is at bottom left.
Pipe wrap tape isolates the plates from the cylinder. A single
screw in the middle of each plate attaches it electrically to
its amplifier. The GPS is a black bulge on top, and the
dipole telemetry antenna protrudes beneath the main
cylinder.

t1.1Table 1. Comparing Measured to Modeled B Fielda

Magnetic Field at Latitude 33.97�,
Longitude �107.18�, Altitude 3250 m Model IGRF Measured t1.2

Total field B 0.498 gauss 0.493 ± .01 t1.3
Vertical field Bz 0.437 gauss 0.437 ± .01 t1.4
Transverse field BT 0.239 gauss 0.227 ± .01 t1.5
Inclination qI �61.26� �62.5� ± 1.0 t1.6
Declination fD 10.05� not measured t1.7

aMeasured inclination (qB) is defined in equation (12). The model used is
the 10th version of the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF).
The modeled results correspond to the values predicted at the latitude,
longitude and altitude of Langmuir Lab during August of 2004. t1.8
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151 at http://www.geomag.bgs.ac.uk/gifs/igrf_form.shtml.) The
152 Esonde’s measurements are in good agreement with the
153 model, providing some confidence in the use of magnetic
154 sensor data in the calculation of Esonde orientation.
155 [13] The Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver is a
156 Garmin GPS-35LVS low-voltage unit with integrated
157 antenna designed for marine applications. It streams data
158 out a serial port and has a separate output with one pulse
159 per second, which, for precise timing, is digitized by the
160 A/D converter on the Prometheus board along with other
161 analog signals.
162 [14] Telemetry is simplified with the use of a MaxStream
163 X09-019WNI spread-spectrum transmitter operating
164 around 900 MHz and capable of transmitting 19.2 kbaud
165 serial data to a companion unit on the ground. We
166 increased the usable range of the telemetry by using a
167 Yagi receiving antenna. The transmitting antenna on the
168 balloon-borne instrument is a 1/2-wavelength whip antenna,
169 which is visible in Figure 1.
170 [15] The charge amplifier circuit has an LT-1058ISW
171 operational amplifier manufactured by Linear Technology,
172 Inc., which was chosen because it has a fast slew rate. With
173 the feedback capacitor and resistors used in the circuit, a
174 step increase in charge on the associated electrode produces
175 a step in the output voltage that decays away with a
176 characteristic time of 1 s. The decay can be removed in
177 the data analysis over the time interval of a lightning flash,
178 but an unknown constant remains. This means that changes
179 in induced charge can be measured, but the constant
180 induced charge caused by relatively constant cloud back-
181 ground E fields remains unknown.

1822.3. Instrument Integration

183[16] The data rate of the telemetry transmitter, 19.2 kbaud,
184is not sufficient to handle the fast data rate required for
185studying lightning. Thus data are stored in flash memory in
186the balloon-borne instrument while the telemetry transmits
187GPS coordinates so the instrument can be recovered. The
188telemetry also transmits electric field components at a
189reduced data rate and other information about the health of
190the instrument.
191[17] The computer uses the Linux operating system,
192which resides in less than 100 MBytes of a 1-GByte
193compact-flash (CF) card. The remainder of the memory is
194available for data. At 160 kBytes/s, the instrument records
195data throughout the flight in cycles lasting roughly 3 s.
196During the first 2.0 s of the cycle, data are acquired by the
197computer, and then during the last 1.0 s, data are not
198acquired while the computer writes to the compact flash
199memory card, and sometimes transmits results. The soft-
200ware can be rewritten to save only the data from lightning
201flashes, thereby avoiding the 1.0 s dead time and allowing a
202greater sampling frequency, but our initial effort is to
203evaluate the noise level throughout the flight and to learn
204how to detect automatically the presence of lightning.
205[18] Figure 2 is a block diagram of the electronic compo-
206nents. The serial ports on the Prometheus computer (labeled
207‘‘Integrated PC and A/D Converter’’ in Figure 2) are used to
208communicate with the GPS receiver and the telemetry
209system. All analog signals come together at a signal
210conditioning board ahead of the A/D converter. Power is
211provided by 20 AA primary lithium cells. The networking
212capability of the computer facilitates prelaunch checkout,

Figure 2. The Esonde is built around a small but complete personal computer on the same board as a
16-channel multiplexed analog-to-digital converter. This block diagram shows that all analog signals are
integrated at a signal-conditioning board and fed via ribbon cable to the A/D converter. The compact
flash unit contains the data acquisition program and space for the acquired data. Software selects a subset
of science data for telemetry. Ethernet and serial ports allow logging into the package up until a minute
before launch. The primary lithium cells give a run time of 7 hours. Battery and voltage regulator
subsystems are not shown.
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213 customization of the data acquisition routines and instru-
214 ment calibration.

215 2.4. Timing

216 [19] Comparing the electric field vectors obtained by the
217 Esonde with lightning locations from the Lightning Map-
218 ping Array (LMA) requires coordinated timing. As both
219 LMA and Esonde use GPS-based timing, it is useful to
220 define Errt

LMA and Errt
ES to represent the error of LMA and

221 Esonde times from GPS-based universal time. According to
222 Thomas et al. [2004], Errt

LMA � 1 m s. The sampling
223 frequency fS of the Esonde is fS = 10 kSamples/s, and the
224 intrasample time DTS = 1/fS = 100 ms. To make best use of
225 the data at this frequency, it is necessary for the Esonde time
226 error (Errt

ES) to be comparable to DTS. There is nothing that
227 can be done with the current hardware to reduce DTS.
228 However, since errors in experimental data from multiple
229 sources sum in quadrature to produce errors larger than each
230 individual error, there is some small further benefit if
231 Errt

ES � DTS. The following discussion details how this
232 is accomplished.
233 [20] We verified in the lab that the GPS-35LVS used in
234 our instrument is accurate to ErrPPS

GPS < 1 ms at the pulse-per-
235 second (PPS) output. The GPS also outputs text characters
236 with the current time via a serial port. The timing uncer-
237 tainty for this serial character output is Errserial

GPS ’ 0.1 s. The
238 serial character output is less accurate than the PPS output
239 because the GPS puts out only ’500 characters/s.

240[21] The Prometheus computer on the Esonde inherits the
241Network Time Protocol (NTP) from the Linux operating
242system. Ordinarily, computers on the ground use NTP by
243communicating with remote NTP computer servers that are
244connected to GPS receivers or other time standards. The
245Prometheus computer, during a balloon flight, cannot be
246connected to the internet, but it can nonetheless run NTP
247disciplined by the timing emitted from the serial port of the
248GPS receiver on the Esonde. The more accurate PPS output
249from the GPS was not used to discipline NTP, as it does not
250specify which second is the present one; it only specifies
251when the present second begins. Tests confirmed that NTP
252disciplined by the GPS serial output kept the computer
253clock accurate to within 0.1 s.
254[22] While 0.1 s accuracy of time-stamping would allow
255one to identify the same flash with both Esonde and LMA,
256it is not precise enough to compare the details of the flash as
257seen by the two instruments. So, first, each data packet is
258stamped with the character time-string generated by the
259NTP-disciplined computer clock. This assures the data
260packet is identified with the proper second. Second, to more
261precisely locate the beginning of that second, the computer
262is programmed to digitize the pulse-per-second output from
263the GPS receiver along with the analog data. Though the
264intrinsic pulse rise time is of order 1 ms, benefit is gained by
265broadening the pulse with a simple RC filter with time
266constant t = 75 ms. Figure 3 provides additional detail on
267how the PPS is used to accurately time stamp all data.

Figure 3. The eight fast A/D channels on the Prometheus are temporarily hooked together to illustrate
the method for subsample time resolution. (a) The voltage versus sample number is shown. For a given
sample number, channel 0 is sampled first, followed by channels 1–7. The PPS signal is broadened by an
RC filter with a time constant of 75 ms. (b) The same voltages, represented by the same symbols, are
assigned proper times, on the basis of the known A/D interchannel skew. Channel 0 is assumed to occur
on a multiple of 100 ms. Subsequent samples are each separated by 10 ms from their predecessor. After all
channels 0–7 have been sampled, there is a 30 ms reset time, then the sampling begins again with channel 0.
Since we know the sampling pattern of the A/D converter and the shape of the rising PPS pulse, the
start time of the PPS pulse can be calculated more accurately than the 100 ms intersample time.
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268 [23] Our computer digitizes eight fast analog channels:
269 one for PPS, three for magnetic field components, and four
270 for the electric field sensing electrodes. The data of Figure 3
271 were obtained by connecting all eight fast analog-to-digital
272 converter inputs (A/D channels 0–7) to the RC-filtered
273 pulse-per-second line. Figure 3a shows the voltage on the
274 filtered PPS line at the beginning of the second when the
275 line goes high. All eight channels read zero at sample 0 and
276 sample 1 of Figure 3a, but at sample 2 the PPS pulse begins
277 and increasing channel numbers read increasing voltages. If
278 the Prometheus used eight independent A/D channels, the
279 voltages on each of the channels would be identical. The
280 increasing readings shown in Figure 3a are the effect of a
281 single A/D being multiplexed at a frequency fM ’ 10fS.
282 There is a time skew of roughly 1/fM = 10 ms between
283 channels. Figure 3b makes more sense of the Figure 3a data
284 by explicitly including this time skew into the time axis of
285 the plot. One clearly sees the total sample time for all 8 fast-
286 data channels is TS = 100 ms; which is composed of seven
287 10-ms intervals followed by a 30-ms hardware reset time.
288 Further, inspection of Figure 3a should convince one
289 that there will always be at least one point (e.g., sample
290 number 2) for which the filtered PPS edge will have a
291 magnitude between 20% and 80% of this maximum. Knowing
292 this maximum value, the very simple shape of the RC rise
293 curve, and the magnitude at sample 2, we predict the time at
294 which the pulse began to rise from zero (e.g., 220 ms in
295 Figure 3b). The Esonde data timestamps are created in
296 postprocessing using these predicted pulse times. The four
297 channels that are combined to produce electric field data
298 occur ’10 ms apart as shown. The time stamp used
299 corresponds to the time at which channel 1 is digitized.
300 There is a further (verified) assumption that the sample time
301 DTS is constant to at least one part in 105 for periods of a
302 second. The result is that Esonde data time stamps are
303 correct to an accuracy of Errt

ES ’ DTS/5 = 20 ms. If the
304 GPS-PPS output had not been filtered, one would know
305 only that it had changed from low to high sometime
306 between samples. This would mean Errt

ES ’ DTS/2. By
307 filtering the PPS output, and knowing its pulse shape, the
308 algorithm described produces a more accurate time stamp.
309 [24] In summary, the 1 pulse-per-second output from the
310 GPS receiver precisely marks the beginning of each second,

311while the NTP slaved to the same receiver gives a character
312string which uniquely identifies the second just passed in
313Universal Time (UT). Filtering, then fitting, the GPS PPS
314allows Esonde and LMA data to be compared to an
315accuracy Errt

ES < TS.

3162.5. Instrument Calibration

317[25] As there will be much discussion from here on of
318electric field components as seen in different reference
319frames it is important to distinguish ESx, the x component
320of E in the Esonde reference frame, from Ex, the
321x component of E in the reference frame of the Earth. Refer
322to Table 2 for complete definitions of variables used in this
323section.
324[26] The instrument is a segment of a cylinder with four
325sensing electrodes, two of which are visible in Figure 1. We
326define the z axis to be upward along the axis of symmetry of
327the cylinder. The x axis is perpendicular to the axis of
328symmetry in the direction from the center of electrode 1 to
329the center of electrode 0, the lower pair of electrodes. The
330y axis is perpendicular to both the z and x axes and points in
331the direction from electrode 3 to electrode 2, the upper pair
332of electrodes. The xyz axes form a right-handed coordinate
333system.
334[27] Calibration to find the ESx and ESy components of the
335electric vector can be worked out from electrostatic theory
336using the approximation that the ends of the cylinder are far
337from the electrodes [Pugh and Pugh, 1970]. In this approx-
338imation, the charge density around the circumference of the
339cylinder arising from the ESx component, for example, is

sx ¼ 2�0ESx cosa ; ð1Þ

341where �0 = 8.85 � 10�12 F/m and a is the angle around the
342cylinder measured from the center of an electrode.
343[28] Integrating the above equation over the area of
344electrode 0 gives the charge Q0x induced on that electrode
345by ESx,

Q0x ¼ 2�0ESxbr2 siny ; ð2Þ

347where b is the length of the electrode along the axis of
348symmetry (z axis), r is the radius of the cylinder, and y is
349one half the angle subtended by the electrode. (In other
350words, the limits of integration for a are �y and +y.) A
351similar result applies to the charge induced on electrode 1,
352except for a minus sign that arises because the x axis of the
353coordinate system points away from this electrode instead
354of toward it,

Q1x ¼ �2�0ESxbr2 siny : ð3Þ

357[29] Induced charges on the electrodes are converted into
358voltages using charge amplifiers [MacGorman and Rust,
3591998, p. 119]. The charge amplifiers are followed by
360voltage amplifiers with 10X gain (b = 10) that are also
361low-pass antialiasing filters. The frequency response of the
362circuits is 1 Hz to 5000 Hz; the edges of the band are
363defined to be the frequencies where the signal falls by 3 dB.
364Since the frequency response does not extend down to 0 Hz,
365the deduced values for charges will always be uncertain by

t2.1 Table 2. Definition of Variables Used in Discussion of How to

Calculate Earth-Referenced E Field Components From Measure-

ments the Instrument Makes

Variable Name Descriptiont2.2

V0, V1, V2, V3 voltages from charge amplifierst2.3
ESx, ESy, ESz E field components in Esonde framet2.4
Ex, Ey, Ez E field components in Earth frame

(the +Ex direction is east, +Ey direction is North,
+Ez is up)t2.5

BSx, BSy, BSz Earth B field components in Esonde framet2.6
B magnitude of Earth’s B fieldt2.7
fB counterclockwise angle from electrode 0

to magnetic northt2.8
fT counterclockwise angle from electrode 0 to true northt2.9
f counterclockwise angle from due east to vector Et2.10
qB measured inclination (Esonde frame)t2.11
qI inclination angle (Earth frame)t2.12
fD declination angle (Earth frame)t2.13
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366 an additive constant. Since the total induced charges on the
367 electrodes, and their corresponding voltages, are various
368 linear combinations of the three components of the electric
369 field and the net charge QI on the instrument, it is necessary
370 to form linear combinations of the voltages to find the
371 components of E. From symmetry, ESy, ESz, and QI con-
372 tribute equally to the charges on electrodes 0 and 1, and thus
373 subtracting the voltages from these two electrodes will
374 eliminate the effects of ESy, ESz, and QI. ESx is not elimi-
375 nated because the expressions for Q1x and Q0x in the
376 equations above differ by a minus sign. Similarly, since
377 electrodes 2 and 3 are oriented along the y axis, subtracting
378 2 and 3 will eliminate ESx, ESz, and QI to leave only ESy.
379 [30] Putting all the pieces together gives an approximate
380 expression for ESx,

ESx ¼
C V1 � V0ð Þ=2
4�0 b br siny

þ E0
Sx; ð4Þ

382 where C is the feedback capacitance in the charge amplifier
383 circuit, and b is the voltage amplifier gain. ESx

0 is an
384 unknown constant that depends on the value of the electric
385 field before a lightning flash begins. Thus the equation tells
386 us the time-varying contribution of lightning to the electric
387 field, but not the initial value before the lightning began.
388 Equation (4) is approximate because it neglects the effects
389 of the feedback resistance in the slow-antenna circuit. The
390 approximation is valid for times much less than RC. For E
391 fields varying on timescales somewhat greater than RC, the
392 E field can be recovered by a more detailed analysis of the
393 circuit, yielding a modified version of equation (4):

ESx ¼
C VD

1 tð Þ � VD
0 tð Þ

� �
=2

4�0 b br siny
þ E0

Sx ; ð5Þ

395 where V1
D(t) and V0

D(t) are the ‘‘dedrooped’’ voltages at
396 electrodes 1 and 0, respectively. The measured voltage V1(t)
397 is said to droop because a step change in the electric field at
398 an electrode (electrode 1 in this example) will result in an
399 output voltage that follows that step at first, then decays to
400 zero with a time constant R C. The relation between the
401 actual voltage and the dedrooped voltage is

VD
1 tð Þ ¼ V1 tð Þ � V1 0ð Þ þ 1

RC

Z t

0

V1 t0ð Þdt0 : ð6Þ

403 The dedrooped voltages, V0
D, V1

D, V2
D, and V3

D, are useful
404 because the electric field components are linear combina-
405 tions of them plus an unknown constant. In our analysis we
406 use the dedrooped voltages.
407 [31] It is useful to define w to be the width of the
408 electrode before it is wrapped around the cylinder. With
409 w defined this way, y = w/(2r) radians and the area of the
410 electrode is A = bw. Then we define

G ¼ 2 siny
y

ð7Þ

412 and

G ¼ C

�0 b A
: ð8Þ

413With these definitions equation (5) can be rewritten as

ESx ¼
G
2Gx

VD
1 � VD

0

� �
þ E0

Sx: ð9Þ

416While the expression for the y component is

ESy ¼
G
2Gy

VD
3 � VD

2

� �
þ E0

Sy ð10Þ

418For our instrument, the width of the electrode is w = 0.09 m
419and the radius of the cylinder is r = 0.0762 m, and thus
420G = 1.88 given the approximation that the electrodes are not
421near the ends of the cylinder. In theory, Gx and Gy which
422appear in equations (9) and (10), are both equal to G of
423equation (7). Experimentally, these quantities are the
424instrument calibration factors Notice that V0 . . . V3 are
425measured voltages, while G is a simple multiplicative
426constant depending only on electrode area and physical
427constants. Thus we chose to lump all of our experimental
428uncertainty of the calibration of E versus V into Gx and Gy.
429[32] The expression for the z component is

ESz ¼
G
4Gz

VD
0 þ VD

1

� �
� VD

2 þ VD
3

� �� �
þ E0

Sz : ð11Þ

431Here Gz is the calibration factor for Ez versus Vn, analogous
432to Gx and Gy. Unlike Gx and Gy, an approximation to Gz

433cannot be derived analytically. However a simple thought
434experiment will illustrate how we know the form of
435equation (11) is correct.
436[33] If one imagines a purely vertical upward field ESz,
437one sees that the lines are distorted near the Esonde and
438must bend to enter the surface of the cylinder at a right
439angle. The cylindrical symmetry of the Esonde causes the
440number of field lines entering at electrode 0 at the bottom of
441the sonde to be the same as the number entering at 1.
442Identical charges are induced, so V0 = V1 in this imaginary
443pure z field. As the Esonde and the electrode placement is
444symmetrical about the Esonde midpoint, the same number
445of lines that enter at electrode 0 and 1 should leave at
446electrodes 2 and 3 at the top of the sonde. This electrical
447thought experiment justifies the use of a weighting factor of
448equal magnitude for each electrode in a z axis field, with a
449sign flip for the upper two, just as shown in equation (11).
450[34] To find Gz and to check the validity of the approx-
451imation that Gx = Gy = 1.88, we calibrated the balloon-borne
452Esonde in a stand near the ground by comparison with an
453existing ground-based field mill (Figure 4). The calibration
454stand holds the Esonde at a roughly 45� angle to the ground
455so that the three components ESx, ESy, and ESz are nonzero
456and have a known relationship to E, which is directed
457perpendicular to the ground. The result of this calibration
458is that Gz = 2.4 ± 0.3 and Gx = Gy = 2.7 ± 0.4. It is
459unsurprising to find Gx and Gy are larger than the theoretical
460values, for our cylinder is not infinite. The instrument
461parameters needed to find G, the other constant in equations
462(9)–(11), are C = 22 nF, b = 10, A = 0.01 m2, and
463�0 = 8.86 � 10�12 F/m. With these values, G = 24,800 m�1.
464[35] It is reasonable to assume on the basis of the
465symmetry of the instrument that Gx = Gy, and this assump-
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466 tion carries into our experimental calibration procedure. The
467 ‘‘rainhat’’ or hood mounted on top of the Esonde somewhat
468 breaks the symmetry by slightly overlapping the y axis
469 electrode. The hood is made from a 1-mm thick polypro-
470 pylene salad bowl with relative permeability �R ’ 2.1.
471 While this is sufficient to create a nontrivial polarization
472 surface charge in the presence of an external E field, all field
473 lines that terminate on the outer surface of the bowl should
474 reappear on the inner surface. While it may develop bound
475 charge, the hood should not significantly affect the field
476 change produced by lightning at electrodes 2 and 3. The
477 calibration procedure described is not a laboratory proce-
478 dure, but requires the instrument to be put out in a storm. In
479 the future, multiple instruments with differing orientations
480 could measure Gx and Gy individually rather than together.
481 This would provide a rigorous test of our assertion that
482 Gx = Gy.
483 [36] In further analysis of the data, we used the experi-
484 mentally determined values for Gx = Gy = 2.7, rather than
485 the infinite-cylinder value Gx = 1.88. For Gz, there is no
486 simple analytical solution; the experimental value Gz = 2.4
487 was used in further analysis.

488 2.6. E Field Components in anEarthReference Frame
489 [37] The components ofE derived using the method outlined
490 above are in a reference frame that moves with the
491 instrument. To compare the time variation of E with the
492 locations of lightning channels, it is necessary to transform
493 the components of E to a reference frame fixed with the
494 Earth; we call these components ‘‘Earth-referenced’’ in our
495 figures, and define them in Table 2. We will be very specific
496 about our conventions, but in a nutshell, our coordinate
497 conventions are those common in physics, rather than those
498 common in cartography. We define the positive direction for
499 Ex to be due east, the positive direction for Ey to be true north,
500 and positive Ez is up, away from the Earth.

501 [38] Unfortunately, the three components of the Earth’s
502 magnetic field B, measured by the magnetometer in the
503 coordinate system fixed with the instrument, are not suffi-
504 cient to determine the orientation of the instrument relative

505to Earth. This problem can be visualized by imagining the
506instrument to be rotated about an axis parallel to the
507direction of the Earth’s magnetic field. During such a
508rotation, all components of B measured by the magnetom-
509eter will stay the same.
510[39] The problem can be adequately solved by reducing
511the amount the instrument swings beneath the balloon. We
512do this with a damper that produces drag in the air as the
513balloon swings. The damper is made from two sheets of
514nylon 1.3 m tall by 0.8 m wide that intersect each other
515along a vertical line. From the top, the damper looks like a
516plus sign so that it will produce drag during swinging in any
517direction. A side view of the damper is visible in Figure 5
518(item F). The magnitude of the swinging can be inferred
519from the angle qB, the angle between the instrument’s z axis
520and the direction of the Earth’s B field.

Figure 4. The Esonde calibration stand is made of a
dielectric material which holds the Esonde 2 m above the
ground with the vertical axis inclined by roughly 45�.

Figure 5. The balloon train is shown, including, from top
to bottom, polyethylene balloon, indicated by A; 1.6-m
diameter nylon parachute, indicated by B; balloon cut-down
package hidden inside parachute, indicated by C; antitangle
ring, indicated by D; auxiliary tracking package, indicated
by E; nylon damper, indicated by F; and Esonde, indicated
by G.
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521 [40] We call the quantity qB the ‘‘measured inclination,’’
522 and calculate it as follows,

qB ¼ arcsin
BSz

B

� �
; ð12Þ

524 where B is the total magnitude of the Earth’s field measured
525 by the Esonde. For the case when the instrument axis is
526 perfectly vertical, the measured inclination (qB) is the same
527 as the actual inclination (qI), as conventionally defined in
528 magnetic navigation.
529 [41] At times when the instrument is swinging toward or
530 away from the direction of the Earth’s magnetic field, qB
531 will show the greatest deviation away from 61.3�, which is
532 the magnetic inclination in the vicinity of Langmuir Labo-
533 ratory. Figure 6 (bottom) shows typical variations in qB for a
534 time interval of 1 min, when qB varies between 60� and 68�.
535 [42] With swinging reduced so that the z axis of the
536 instrument is nearly vertical, BSx and BSy can easily be used
537 to find the orientation of the instrument x axis (electrode 0)
538 with respect to an Earth-referenced x axis (true east). The
539 Esonde is assembled such that the center of electrode plate 0
540 is aligned with the x sensor direction of the magnetometer,
541 while plate 2 is aligned with the y sensor. Consider the
542 Esonde to be held vertically and turned such that BSy is a
543 maximum positive value, while BSx is roughly zero, i.e.,
544 electrode 2 is toward magnetic north. With the Esonde in
545 this orientation, if a lightning flash occurs causing ESx as
546 defined in equation (9) to be positive, the E vector would be

547pointing magnetic east. Likewise, a flash resulting in
548positive ESy corresponds to a magnetic northward E field.
549[43] The orientation angle fT of the Esonde is determined
550by

fT ¼ fB þ fD ¼ arctan
BSy

BSx

� �
þ fD; ð13Þ

552where fT is the angle between electrode 0 and true north, fB

553is with respect to magnetic north, and fD is the declination
554angle (+10.0�). All angles in the x – y plane of the Esonde
555are defined counterclockwise positive from the x axis. The
556quadrant in which the arctan is placed must be determined
557by the signs of BSx and BSy.
558[44] Figures 6 (top) and 6 (middle) show the components
559of B and the calculated fB, respectively. The Esonde
560appears to be rotating at instantaneous rates of up to 5 rpm.
561[45] Having outlined the way in which Earth-referenced E
562field data can be recovered, we proceed to real data to
563further illustrate the analysis process and see what can be
564learned about lightning.

5663. Cloud-to-Ground Flash, 2020:21 UT

5673.1. Results

568[46] Figure 7 shows radio frequency sources from light-
569ning detected by the LMA for a multistroke CG flash that
570occurred on 18 August 2004, at 2020:21 UT. The O
571indicates the position of balloon and Esonde at time of
572flash. The flash begins near the X and advances to the

Figure 6. Earth’s field is measured to determine instrument orientation. (top) Shown are components of
B for the minute that includes the CG flash. (middle) Shown is rotation angle fB defined as the positive
counterclockwise angle from the Esonde x axis to the direction of the Earth’s B field. The Esonde makes
approximately one full revolution. (bottom) The measured inclination qB suggests that the Esonde
deviates from vertical by ±4�. Figures 6 (middle) and 6 (bottom) show breaks in the data. As previously
discussed, these occur while data are being written to flash memory. The somewhat longer breaks at
roughly 20, 40, and 60 s into the minute occur when the 8 ‘‘slow’’ data channels are checked and all the
data are telemetered to ground. The data in Figure 6 (top) also have gaps, but smooth lines span them.
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573 southwest. The origin of the coordinate system is at Lang-
574 muir Laboratory in the Magdalena Mountains of New
575 Mexico (latitude 33.9752�N and longitude 107.1811�W).
576 [47] The open black squares on the plot represent the
577 positions of the LMA receivers. Most of the receivers are in
578 a compact array configuration around Langmuir Lab to
579 increase sensitivity immediately over the Lab. The
580 2020:21 UT flash is outside the optimum area for the array.
581 Note that a number of the blue data points (corresponding to
582 early times during the flash) make a line pointing toward the
583 origin of the coordinate system. This is a known LMA
584 artifact when there is radial range misdetection, informally
585 called ‘‘spoking error’’ [Thomas et al., 2004]. The LMA
586 receivers clustered at Langmuir Lab are almost in a line with
587 the spoke. As the flash propagates southwest, the colinearity
588 of the stations at Langmuir Lab is sufficiently broken that
589 the range detection improves and the two major branches of
590 the lightning channel (orange and red points) are relatively
591 clearly resolved. The three widely separated outlying

592receivers also help, though some of them are likely not
593detecting the lightning because of intervening mountains.
594[48] Having accounted for the spoking error, we can say
595that the LMA shows that the initiation point for the flash is
596actually in the cluster of points around the X, which is
597roughly 12 km south and 17 km east of the Laboratory. The
598flash then propagates southwest and branches into two
599major channels.
600[49] Ground-strike points determined by the National
601Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) show seven negative
602CG strokes occurring over a ±2 km region centered on the
603X. Table 3 gives the NLDN coordinates for these CG
604strokes in columns 3 and 4. On the basis of the typical
605location error for the modern NLDN [Idone et al., 1998;
606Cramer et al., 2001], it appears there are one or two distinct
607channels to ground shared by all the strokes.
608[50] Figure 8 shows the voltages from the charge ampli-
609fiers for each electrode and the GPS pulse that occurs
610precisely at the beginning of each second. As was shown

Figure 7. Shown are sources of radio frequency (RF) pulses from the LMA and directions of electric
vectors indicated by the balloon-borne Esonde for the flash at 2020:21 UT. The O indicates the position
of balloon and Esonde at time of flash. The X is the location (by NLDN) of the CG strokes. Open black
squares are locations of LMA base stations, while solid colored squares are RF source locations. Color
indicates the passage of time in both panels of the figure. The top plot allows time to be assigned to colors
in the bottom plot with some precision. The flash begins near the X and advances to the southwest. The
radial lines originating at the balloon are vectors to the detected charge centroids for each of the labeled
strokes. The angles of these lines are reported in column 10 of Table 3.
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611 in Figure 1, electrode 1 is at the bottom and electrode 3 is at
612 the top of the Esonde cylinder. Note that the waveforms V1

613 and V3 in Figure 8 are approximate mirror images of each
614 other. For E field changes with large vertical components,
615 this approximate mirror image response is expected from
616 elementary electrostatics, as explained earlier in the discus-
617 sion of equation (11). The reason the wave forms are not
618 exact mirror images is that electrodes 1 and 3 are facing in
619 different horizontal directions, and the field changes have
620 horizontal as well as vertical components.
621 [51] The dotted line in Figure 8, showing a square pulse
622 with leading edge at precisely 21.000 s, is the digitized pulse-
623 per-second output from the GPS. The pulse-per-second line
624 is connected to the A/D converter so that its data are
625 interleaved with the voltages from the electrodes and the

626magnetometer. In analyses of over 20 flashes, with this
627method of timing, it was found that lightning features
628observed in the Esonde data coincide with the same events
629in LMA and NLDN data without any offsets applied
630to timing. This supports our earlier statement that Errt

ES ’
63120 ms.
632[52] In Figure 9 the sums and differences and calibration
633factors indicated in equations (9)–(11) have been applied to
634the voltages from individual electrodes. These components
635are called ‘‘sonde-referenced’’ because the x, y, and z axes
636are attached to the Esonde. The data have also been
637corrected (dedrooped) to compensate for the effect of the
638feedback resistor in the charge amplifier.
639[53] Figure 10 shows E in Earth-referenced coordinates in
640which the x axis is east, the y axis north, and the z axis up.

t3.1 Table 3. Location of Stroke Charge Centers Compared Between National Lightning Detection Network and Esondea

Stroke

National Lightning Detection Network Esondet3.2

Time, s Latitude Longitude Dy, km Dx, km f DEx, V/m DEy, V/m f DEz, V/m Qmin, C Qmax, Ct3.3

A 21.023 33.877� �106.991� �11.16 17.56 7.0� �100 10 6� �290 3.5 7.t3.4
B 21.043 33.874� �106.99� �11.27 17.65 6.3� �40 3 4� �105 1.3 2.5t3.5
C 21.102 33.869� �107.01� �11.83 15.80 3.8� �100 5 3� �290 3.5 7.t3.6
D 21.13 �65 5 4� �145 1.8 3.5t3.7
E 21.316 33.88� �107.013� �10.60 15.52 12.7� �95 20 �12� �230 2. 4.t3.8
F 21.34 �600 430 �36� �1250 5. 15t3.9
G 21.549 33.948� �106.995� �3.03 17.19 44.6� �30 18 �31� �50 0.2 0.6t3.10
H 21.613 33.875� �107.006� �11.15 16.17 8.1� �230 240 �46� �510 2. 6.t3.11
I 21.690 33.875� �107.011� �11.16 15.71 8.6 �75 165 �65� �270 0.5 3.t3.12
Balloon 21. 33.864� �107.097� �12.36 7.75 Qtotal 22 49t3.13

aThe left side of the table (columns 2–7) shows NLDN data, or values derived from NLDN data. The NLDN is operated for the United States by Vaisala
Corporation. The right side of the table (columns 8–13) reports measurements by the Esonde for the same strokes. Strokes D and F were seen by the
Esonde but not reported by NLDN. Ground strike latitude and longitude (columns 3–4) are obtained from NLDN. Columns 5 and 6 report distance in km
from origin at Langmuir Lab to NLDN points. f data in column 7 are obtained trivially from columns 5–6 and known coordinates of balloon. One can
compare the angle reported in column 7 with the angle obtained from Esonde data reported in column 10. E data for each stroke are measured by our
instrument. DEx and DEy (columns 8–9) are used to calculate f (column 10). If f = 0� the charge center is located due east of the balloon. DEz (and
parameters explained in the body of paper) are used to calculate the magnitude of Q (columns 12–13). Uncertainty in Q is greater for points F– I as a
second branch of the lightning channel increases the range of distances from which charge may be drained. The estimated total charge brought to ground by
this flash is �22 to �49 C. The position of the balloon at the time of this flash is listed on the final row of the table.t3.14

Figure 8. For the CG flash at 2020:21 UT, the figure shows the voltages from the charge amplifiers for
each electrode and the GPS pulse that occurs precisely at the beginning of each second.
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641 Each CG return stroke is labeled with a letter. These are the
642 same letters used in Table 3. A long continuing current can
643 be seen after stroke F, and stepped leaders are evident before
644 the return strokes of A and E. From these data, DEx, DEy,
645 and DEz are derived, and they are reported in columns 8, 9
646 and 11 of Table 3.
647 [54] The components of DE are derived by measuring the
648 E field steps labeled in Figure 10. We use the same

649technique as Krehbiel et al. [1979], which is illustrated in
650Figure 11 for step E. Though the steps in Figure 10 appear
651rather small, Figure 11 shows that the signal-to-noise ratio
652of the data is more than adequate to measure the step
653heights to a little better than two significant figures.
654[55] The dominant uncertainty in our absolute measure-
655ments then is the uncertainty in the instrument calibration
656previously discussed. By symmetry, we can assume that the

Figure 9. Components of E in the Esonde coordinate frame are shown. The vertical placement of each
curve is arbitrary, since each curve has an unknown additive constant, as previously described.

Figure 10. A rotation using fT was applied to the Figure 9 data to produce the Earth-referenced fields
shown here. If Ex is positive, the field vector is pointing east. If Ez is positive, the field vector points up.
Each step in E is labeled to correspond with the entries in Table 3. The vertical line below each lettered
step is set at exactly the time listed in column 2 of Table 3.
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657 relative calibrations in x – y plane are equal, so for certain
658 calculations we can use the full precision of our data. For
659 calculations in which the relative x – z strength is important,
660 or in which the absolute value of E field matters, we are
661 limited to the single significant figure of our instrument
662 calibration. With these caveats, the measured DE compo-
663 nents are used in all subsequent data analysis of the CG
664 flash.

665 3.2. Horizontal Location of Charge Centroid

666 [56] To analyze the location of the charge centroid of a
667 lightning stroke, one needs only to assume that a CG stroke
668 serves to discharge a section of cloud. The simplest physical
669 model is a point charge at a location in the cloud, an image
670 charge of this point charge in the ground below, and the
671 neutralization of both by the stroke. As published cloud
672 charge densities r are typically of order r = 1 C/km3

673 [Marshall and Rust, 1991], one must understand the
674 ‘‘point-charge’’ assumption to be an approximation in
675 which the position is not a point, but rather the location
676 of the centroid of charge neutralized in the stroke. With this
677 simple model, the field changes DEx and DEy reported in
678 columns 8 and 9 of Table 3 can be used to calculate a
679 direction angle to the centroid. Equation (14) gives the
680 angle f to the charge centroid with a coordinate origin at the
681 Esonde.

f ¼ arctan DEy=DEx

� �
; ð14Þ

684 [57] The results of equation (14) are in column 10 of
685 Table 3, and a line with this same angle labeled with the
686 letter of the flash is overlaid onto Figure 7.
687 [58] For comparison, columns 3 and 4 of Table 3 show
688 latitude and longitude of ground strikes obtained from the
689 NLDN. Columns 5 and 6 display distance of these NLDN

690strike points from the coordinate origin at Langmuir Lab.
691For all but stroke G, the NLDN locations cluster around
692coordinates (x = 17, y = �11) km. For convenience, an X is
693placed at these coordinates in Figure 7. The angle f to the
694centroid may also be calculated using the known Esonde
695coordinates and the reported NLDN coordinates from col-
696umns 3–4. This alternate value of f is reported in column 7
697of Table 3. Columns 7 and 10 agree well for strokes A–D,
698but differ increasingly for strokes E–I.
699[59] The apparent disagreement in f for strokes E–I
700admits a physical interpretation. The ground strike points,
701reported by the NLDN, are identical within the location
702error of the NLDN, or perhaps represent two channels to
703ground about 1 km apart. (Only stroke G appears at a very
704different location, a location with no LMA points at all.
705Thus this is a mislocation by the NLDN caused by a rather
706small CG discharge.) In contrast, the column 10 angles
707represent the directions to the charge centroids. There is no
708reason why the charge centroid should remain above the
709ground strike points. We interpret the result as a clear
710demonstration that the portion of the cloud being discharged
711grows increasingly distant from the ground strike points as
712the flash proceeds. In Figure 7, it appears that the south-
713westward motion of the charge center being drained is
714consistent with the growth of the ramified branches shown
715by the LMA points.
716[60] For reference, in a summer Florida storm, Uman et
717al. [1978] reported a single flash transporting �47 C to
718ground in three large strokes with DQ = �25, �14 and
719�8 C respectively. Our finding that the direction to the
720charge center moves steadily away from the ground-strike
721point is similar to their report that the charge centers were
722displaced horizontally away from the main return stroke
723channel with increasing stroke order.

Figure 11. Shown is the fitting process yielding a step in E caused by CG lightning. The distance
between baselines is measured before and after the step and is averaged. This is stroke E in Figure 10 and
Table 3. Note the stepped leader preceding this CG stroke. These data also show the baseline noise of our
instrument to be about 3 VRMS/m.
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724 3.3. Charge Transferred for Each Stroke

725 [61] Coulomb’s law can be used to estimate the charge
726 DQ transferred to ground by each stroke in the 2020:21 UT
727 flash. The charge is calculated from the following equation.

Ez¼
1

4p�0

DQ h� Hð Þ

D2 þ h�Hð Þ2
h i3=2� DQ hþ H � 2eð Þ

D2 þ hþ H�2eð Þ2
h i3=2

8><
>:

9>=
>;
ð15Þ

730 [62] Figure 12 illustrates the quantities in the above
731 equation. DQ is the total charge transferred by the CG
732 flash; h is the altitude of the Esonde as measured by the

733GPS; H is the altitude of the charge center neutralized.
734Figure 12 and equation (15) also show an ‘‘image charge’’
735of magnitude �DQ below the plane of the ground. Though
736h and H are expressed relative to sea level, the balloon is
737flying over mountainous terrain. Therefore e, the elevation
738of the terrain directly under the flash, is also included in
739equation (15). For simplicity, the dimension e is not shown
740in Figure 12.
741[63] In calculating the charge for strokes A–D, the lateral
742distance D from balloon to a stroke is taken to be 9. ± 1. km.
743This value was chosen because it is the distance from the
744Esonde to a high concentration of RF source points (shown
745in Figure 7) at the time when the flash begins. The high
746concentration of LMA points also overlaps the region,
747marked by an X, in which NLDN ground strikes were
748observed. The balloon altitude h at 2020 UT is known from
749GPS to be 3.0 km. The elevation of the ground e at the
750latitude and longitude of the flash is estimated to be 1.8 km
751from topographic maps. Local topographic maps also sup-
752port the approximation that the area is a plateau, rather than
753a mountain, and thus that the ground is a plane. The height
754of the centroid of charge transferred to ground H can also be
755estimated by assuming that it comes from the middle of the
756negative charge center outlined by the LMA data in Figure 7
757(top). For this flash, the LMA data have rather broad
758altitude distribution. Our best estimate is that the charge
759originates at altitude H = 5. ± 1. km. Minimum and
760maximum values of charge calculated from these assump-
761tions are presented in Table 3, columns 12 and 13. Charge
762transferred to ground ranges from �1.3 to �7. C for strokes
763A–D.
764[64] For strokes E–I, the same formula and range of H
765can be used to calculate the likely charge transferred.
766However, since we claim that the NLDN does not measure
767the charge centroid for these later strokes, we extrapolate for
768distance D on the basis of the LMA locations and the angles
769f listed in column 10 and discussed in the previous section.

Figure 12. This sketch illustrates parameters in equation (15).
The large ellipse represents the ground. The egg-shaped
oval a distance h above ground is the balloon and Esonde.
A cloud charge DQ is a distance H above ground, and its
image charge is equidistant below ground level. This sketch
shows the case of flat terrain at sea level. For the ground at
elevation e, an additional term is included in equation (15),
because the image charge altitude is changed by 2 � e
relative to sea level.

Figure 13. Shown are voltages from the charge amplifiers for each electrode at the time of an IC flash.
The offsets of V0–V3 were chosen for clarity of the figure. Recall that DC levels of these voltages are set
to zero immediately before a flash.
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770 For stroke E the uncertainty in distance D is not larger than it
771 was for strokes A–D. For strokes F–I, the lightning channel
772 is seen to branch. One branch maintains approximately a
773 9-km distance from the balloon, but the other branch gets
774 much closer. Depending on our assumption of how the
775 charge is drawn from the two branches, we calculate very
776 different charges transferred. The data in column 13 for
777 stroke E assume D = 8. ± 1 km. For strokes F–H, we assume
778 D = 6. ± 2 km. Stroke I is the most ambiguous. We can say
779 only that D ranges between 2 and 8 km.
780 [65] Examination of Figure 10 shows a barely visible
781 stroke (F) with a large continuing current. Both the stroke
782 and the continuing current were counted in the calculation
783 of charge transferred for Table 3. It is interesting to note that
784 the NLDN did not report this stroke despite the large charge
785 transfer. Stroke H has the largest DEz at the return stroke.
786 The total charge transferred by the flash for strokes A–I is
787 �22 to �49 C, depending on the assumptions concerning
788 charge height H and distance D.
789 [66] This flash, with a multiplicity of at least 9 strokes,
790 gave individual stroke results typical of Krehbiel et al.
791 [1979], who reported, in New Mexico storms, on four
792 flashes with multiplicities of 5 to 7 with a total charge
793 transferred ranging from �30 to �66 C. The individual
794 strokes in the flashes reported by Krehbiel et al. transferred
795 between �1 and �21 C. Thirteen of these strokes trans-
796 ferred a negative charge with magnitude <4 C. This is in
797 better agreement with our results of Table 3 than the �8 to
798 �25 C reported by Uman et al. [1978], which we men-
799 tioned earlier.
800 [67] We also used Ex and Ey measurements, with a similar
801 approach, to calculate the DQ values. The DQ obtained in
802 this way disagreed by as much as 20% from the DQ

803obtained from Ez. The discrepancy is caused by the approx-
804imation that all of the charge brought to ground originates at
805a point. One expects the charge area drained to be an
806extended horizontal region, a fact recognized by Few and
807Teer [1974]. The error that a horizontally extended charge
808adds to the calculations is different for Ex and Ez. Because
809Ez is less sensitive to horizontal extent of DQ than is Ex, use
810of Ez gives a more robust method of calculating the
811magnitude of DQ, precisely because it is relatively insen-
812sitive to its horizontal distribution.

8144. Intracloud Flash, 2012:41 UT

815[68] The above analysis of a CG flash was based on the
816presence of a number of abrupt changes in the electric field.
817During the IC flash under consideration in this section, the
818electric field was generally smooth with more gradual
819changes; thus the analysis proceeds differently.

8204.1. Results

821[69] Figure 13 presents the voltages measured by the
822Esonde for each electrode. From these voltages, compo-
823nents Ex, Ey, and Ez are calculated by the same procedure
824used for the CG flash. Figure 14 presents these components,
825represented by solid lines. The dotted and dashed lines are
826the results of modeling, which will be discussed in the next
827section.
828[70] Figure 15 shows sources of RF radiation from
829lightning channels during this flash.
830[71] The initial breakdown is first visible at 2012:41.32
831UT with a negative streamer moving into the upper positive
832charge center. This interpretation is supported by the obser-
833vation that negative streamers propagating into a positively
834charged region are more highly impulsive and radiate more

Figure 14. Measured Earth-referenced fields, Ex, Ey, and Ez (solid lines) are compared with two simple
models derived from LMA data for the flash. The dashed line is obtained by distributing a total charge of
�23 C evenly among the LMA points as the flash progresses. The dotted line and the step at 41.42 s are
obtained by putting �4 C at the end of the lightning channel and moving it along with the channel. The
smaller step at 41.53 s is obtained by putting an additional �1 C at the end of the channel. The smaller
step is caused by the 2nd surge of charge referred to in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Shown are LMA sources for an IC flash at 2012:41 UT and the balloon track for roughly
30 min surrounding this time. (a) This plot shows altitude versus time and also defines the color versus
time scale used for Figures 15b–15f. The upward initiation of the channel points to a negative IC leader
in a normal polarity storm. (b) Shown is distance from LMA points to the balloon versus time. A major
channel is seen to approach the balloon beginning at 41.32 s. Then, at around 41.5 s, a second surge of
charge approaches along the same channel. (c) The solid dark line is the balloon track. At the time of the
flash, the balloon is at the position indicated by the large black dot. (d) The source histogram points out
the bilevel charge structure of the cloud. The lower negative charge is at 6 km, and the upper positive
charge is at 9 km. (e) The plan view also shows the balloon track. The lightning channel clearly
approaches the balloon from the north and east. (f) This plot most clearly shows that the channel descends
on the balloon but remains above at all times. The IC flash at 2012:41 UT was not detectable by the
NLDN.
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835 power than positive streamers propagating into a negatively
836 charged region [Rison et al., 1999]. Furthermore, coordi-
837 nated observations using the LMA and balloon-borne elec-
838 tric field meters show that an upward moving initial
839 breakdown (evident in Figure 15a) occurs between an upper
840 positive charge and a lower negative charge in a normal
841 polarity storm [Coleman et al., 2003]. Beginning with this
842 insight, it is reasonable to conceive of the IC flash as
843 transporting net negative charge toward the Esonde from
844 2012:41.32 until 2012:41.45 UT. Negative charge arriving
845 northeast of the Esonde should result in the north (Ey) and
846 east (Ex) components of E growing more positive, exactly
847 what Figure 14 shows. Further, the LMA sources in
848 Figure 15 clearly show that the channel propagates above
849 the Esonde and descends from 10 km to 6 km altitude
850 toward it. The approach of negative charge from above
851 suggested by the LMA data ought to result in an increase in
852 Ez, and this is also what Figure 14 shows.

853 4.2. Model

854 [72] Having argued a qualitative interpretation of the data,
855 we try two simple models to make it quantitative and see
856 what else can be learned by combining E field with LMA
857 data. For both models, we assign a charge dq at the
858 coordinates of each LMA noise point. The value of dq,
859 and how it varies in time, is different for the different
860 models.
861 4.2.1. Lumped Charge Model
862 [73] In the first model, the ‘‘lumped charge’’ model, the
863 charge dq is a point charge at the tip of the channel and
864 contains all the charge that a given channel of a flash is
865 going to carry. At the time that the channel originates, equal
866 and opposite charges dq and �dq are placed on the first
867 LMA source point. When the next LMA noise source emits,
868 the charge dq is moved to the coordinates of the new
869 emission, while �dq remains at the channel origin. This
870 continues until it appears from the LMA plot that the leader
871 channel has reached its end. When that occurs, the charge
872 dq is left at the end of the channel. The charge �dq left at
873 the channel origination point serves to conserve charge.
874 When the next leader starts up, a (possibly different) dq and
875 �dq are applied at its initial point, and the new dq moves
876 until the leader terminates.
877 [74] A charge dq = �4.0 C is moved along from one
878 LMA point to the next between 41.32 s and 41.45 s.
879 Figure 15b shows that the lightning channel makes a closest
880 approach to the Esonde of about 3 km at 41.45 s. The points
881 immediately after 41.45 s are substantially further from the
882 Esonde. The point at 41.45 s is considered to be the
883 terminus of the first leader channel, and so �4.0 C is left
884 at this location. Beginning immediately after 41.450 s, a
885 new leader moves up the previously existing channel, this
886 time with dq = �1.0 C. This charge is allowed to propagate
887 with the developing leader, and results in a step in field at
888 41.53 s, as the red LMA points are approaching the Esonde.
889 This smaller charge is then left at the end of the channel at
890 41.55 s.
891 [75] Charge conservation was applied by assuming that
892 there was a +4 C charge left at the location of the blue data
893 points at 41.32 s. It did not move once it was placed.
894 Beginning at 41.45 s, an additional +1.0 C was placed at the
895 location of the light orange LMA points.

896[76] The modeled E field in the lumped charge model was
897calculated in a rather obvious, if brute force, way. For Ez

898equation (15) was used, with the variables defined as they
899were for the CG flash discussed in the last section. The
900value of D was calculated from the known position of the
901Esonde and the coordinates of the appropriate LMA noise
902point. (The LMA data for this flash are more dense than for
903the CG flash, making the analysis more precise). H was also
904obtained from the LMA data point at the corresponding
905instant of time. For simplicity the elevation e of the ground
906above sea level was assumed fixed at 1.9 km. The altitude
907h of the balloon was known from GPS to be 4.1 km MSL. A
908similar procedure was used for the calculation of Ex and Ey

909with only adjustments to the trigonometry of equation (15)
910(which is after all only Coulomb’s Law with the inclusion of
911an image charge).
912[77] The results of the lumped charge model are shown as
913dotted plots and compared against all three E field compo-
914nents in Figure 14. These two values of dq were selected on
915the basis of a simple eyeball fitting of the model to the
916experimental data. Note that both values somewhat overes-
917timate the change seen in Ez, and underestimate the change
918in Ex. While this points out that our model is inadequate, it is
919fair agreement considering the simplicity of the assumptions.
9204.2.2. Distributed Charge Model
921[78] The second model uses a distributed charge. For the
922first point of a branch, this model begins like the lumped
923charge model. A charge dq is placed at the coordinates of
924the initial noise source detected by the LMA. When the next
925LMA point appears, the same charge is placed on it;
926however the charge placed on the initial point is not
927removed, but remains. When the third LMA point appears,
928a new charge is placed on it, while the original two charges
929are left in place, and so on. In this model, there is no need to
930distinguish between the beginning of a branch and the end.
931Every new LMA point gets a dq, and it is left there for the
932duration of the flash. To conserve charge, an additional
933positive charge �dq is put at the channel origin every time a
934new dq is added at the new noise point.
935[79] The E field for the distributed model is also calculated
936with equation (15). The results of this model are shown in
937the dashed plots of Figure 14. For this case, the data were fit
938with dq =�0.088 C. There are 261 LMA noise points visible
939in the figures. Thus the total charge is �23.0 C.
9404.2.3. Model and Data Discussion
941[80] It is likely that the actual charge distribution falls
942between the two models. All the charge is not concentrated
943at the tip of the channel, but neither is it likely spread
944uniformly along the channel. Note that a considerably
945smaller charge in the lumped model fits the observed data
946than the charge required by the distributed model. It is
947salutary to see that at least the signs, times and approximate
948magnitudes of the field steps are reproduced by both
949models. Also, the first rise in modeled E field is larger than
950the second. Further, the Ex and Ez components are of
951comparable magnitude in both experiment and model, and
952the measured component Ey shows much smaller changes
953than Ex or Ez, in accordance with the model.
954[81] One obvious deviation of the models from the data is
955that the measured Ey component of the electric field rides a
956negatively sloping background. We attribute this slope to
957instrument rotation. In the presence of a large constant
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958 transverse field ET, a rotating Esonde will see the constant
959 field as a slow field change. In fact, electric field meters that
960 rotate to obtain a DC field measurement have a long history,
961 beginning in 1926 [see Chalmers, 1967] and references
962 therein) and continuing into the present decade [Coleman et
963 al., 2003]. With additional analysis, it might be possible to
964 calculate the transverse DC component of the electric field
965 from our data. At present, though, we focus on the rapid
966 effects of lightning on the electric field.
967 [82] The two models above represent extreme charge
968 distributions along a lightning channel. In the lumped
969 model, charges of �4.0 C and �1.0 C propagate at the tips
970 of two channels. In the distributed model, a charge of
971 �0.088 C is placed at each source of radiation detected
972 by the Lightning Mapping Array, for a total of �23.0 C.
973 The modeling attempted to reproduce the electric field
974 components at the location of the balloon-borne instrument
975 in order to learn how charge is distributed along the
976 channels. While the agreement between the field compo-
977 nents and the modeled components is fair, the predictions of
978 the two models are strikingly similar: compare the dashed
979 and dotted curves in Figure 14. Thus, even if the modeled
980 electric field components matched the observed components
981 much more closely, we could not distinguish between
982 lumped and distributed charge along the channels.
983 [83] How could the electric field components at the
984 balloon from a lumped charge of �4 C be so similar to the
985 components from a distributed charge of�23 C? The answer
986 is probably that only the closest charges make a significant
987 contribution to the electric field at the balloon. It appears that
988 the nearest fifty or so charges in the distributed model,
989 amounting to a total of �4 C, are approximately equivalent
990 to the �4 C in the lumped model, and the remaining part of
991 the �23 C is too far away to have much effect. In the case
992 when a lightning flash passes by the balloon-borne instru-
993 ment, both approaching and receding, then we expect the
994 two models to make substantially different predictions.
995 Proctor [1981], with electric field meters on the ground,
996 considered two models similar to ours and concluded that the
997 distributed charge model fit his results better.

999 5. Conclusion

1000 [84] With a single airborne instrument used in conjunction
1001 with the Lightning Mapping Array and the National Light-
1002 ning Detection Network, it is possible to learn how charge is
1003 transported in lightning flashes. In the first example above, a
1004 cloud-to-ground flash, the angles of electric vectors at the
1005 position of the balloon-borne Esonde show that charge is
1006 moved progressively farther from the ground-strike point as
1007 each stroke of the flash transfers charge to ground. For the
1008 earlier strokes in the flash, while lightning channels are near
1009 the ground strike point, simple calculations give the amounts
1010 of charge transferred to ground for each stroke.
1011 [85] In the second example, an intracloud flash, two
1012 methods of distributing charge along a lightning channel
1013 (whose position as a function of time is shown by the LMA)
1014 are used in an attempt to reproduce the measured electric
1015 vectors at the position of the Esonde. The results do not give
1016 a clear indication of how the charge is distributed, but with
1017 additional measurements on channels that come closer to
1018 the balloon-borne instrument or with more than one Esonde

1019in the air simultaneously, it should be possible to determine
1020the distribution of charge along single channels.
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